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The path to reading success
Ensuring that pupils aren’t just reading, but are 
comprehending as well can be tricky. Rising Stars  
can help you stay on the path to success. 

Bring reading to life at school 
or home with an online 

reading book library, including 
interactive quizzes to check 

Comprehension after  
each book.

Read and evaluate well known 
texts with your class using 
online software to answer 

comprehension questions in a 
Step-by-step away.  

3

1

Achieve greater depth in reading 
and writing with whole-book 

teaching, delving into much loved 
books by well known authors such 
as Cressida Cowell and Roald Dahl.  

For Reception to Year 6. 

2

Online Library
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. Plan and deliver dynamic classes your pupils will love with a 
variety of digital and print resources. 

. Assess progress and identify gaps in learning. 

. Support every pupil to master key skills and extend their learning.  

Contents
Reading  4–5

Comprehension 6

Complete English Curriculum 7

Catch-up 10

Spelling & Vocabulary 12

Grammar, Punctuation, Spelling   
& Vocabulary 14

New Curriculum Reading  
Comprehension & Spelling Tests  16

Revision 18

Read on for our wide range of flexible print and 
online teacher and pupil resources to support all 
your English needs. 
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Reading 

NEW:  
Reading Planet  
Rocket Phonics  

DfE validated SSP  
programme

Reading Planet
Reading Planet is your whole-school solution that will ensure every pupil achieves reading 
success and develops a real love of reading. This tried and tested scheme is now used by 
thousands of schools to raise attainment and increase engagement. 

Carefully levelled books and comprehensive teaching and parent guidance have been created 
by expert authors and consultants using the latest literacy research. 

We provide complete support from phonics to fluent reading. Our flexible strands cover a range 
of needs including wordless stories for early readers, a new Systematic Synthetic Phonics 
programme and exciting dual-banded books for struggling readers. 

Plus, you can also access everything online via Reading Planet Online. Our interactive libraries 
provide every book as an eBook with additional features for teachers, pupils and parents.  

Online subscriptions available: 

Reception – Key Stage 1

• 462 eBooks for Lilac to  
White bands

• Audio-synchronisation 
• £399+VAT per year 

Key Stage 2

• 96 eBooks for Stars (Lime)  
to Supernova (Red+) bands

• 48 NEW Astro eBooks  
coming soon 

• £299+VAT per year 

NEW Rocket Phonics

• 6 teaching storybooks
• 162 eBooks with  

audio-synchronisation
• Animated flashcards
• CPD videos 
• £350+VAT per year

We recommend it all the time to other 
schools. We recently had a ‘deep dive’ 
reading session with our local authority 
adviser and she was blown away by it.
Hayley Footitt, English Lead, Ancaster  
C of E Primary School

RECEPTION 
– YEAR 6PRINTDIGITAL

4 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.
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Reading
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Why schools love Reading Planet... 

Everything has 
been created for 

the current curriculum 
to ensure pupils make 

essential progress  
and meet and exceed  

age-related expectations  
in reading at  
every stage

The exciting blend of 
flexible print and online 
resources are ideal for 
whole-class, group and 
independent reading in 
school as well as home 

reading

Accessible notes, 
activities and quizzes 
included in each book 

ensure parents/carers feel 
confident in supporting 

their child’s reading 
journey

Fiction and  
non-fiction link to the 

wider curriculum so pupils 
can explore key topics  
while developing their 

reading skills

Being able to view and interact with the books  
on an iPad is very engaging for the children.
Danni Rackley, English Leader, Downsway Primary School

Our books  
are written for 

today’s young reader 
with relatable stories, 

characters and themes 
that celebrate  

diversity

It makes a difference 
to reading attainment 

and engagement. View the 
Impact in Schools Study 
at risingstars-uk.com/

impactinschools
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C
om
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6 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.

Embed excellent reading  
comprehension skills  
Develop key reading comprehension skills and measure progress with digital quizzes  
available to pupils at home.

• Improve teacher confidence no matter their level of expertise with step-by-step  
strategies and teacher notes.

• Tackle questions together with front of class whiteboard software.

• Measure and track individual and class progress with quizzes and assessments.

• Continue progress at home by allocating self-marking digital quizzes to pupils.

RECEPTION 
– YEAR 6PRINTDIGITAL

3  Assess
• Use the photocopiable 

tasks to assess 
comprehension skills 
across multiple genres.

• Identify strengths and 
weaknesses by content 
domain with clear 
assessment guidance.

2  Practise
• Support children in 

applying the skills and 
techniques they’ve learned 
using a related practice 
activity.

1  Model
• Use the interactive Whiteboard Modelling Units to model key comprehension skills with the 

whole class.

Includes 
comprehension 
questions for all 
content domains in the 
style of the reading 
test

The highlighting 
tools allow you to 
interrogate the text by 
zooming in on clues 
and highlighting key 
phrases to use as 
evidence in answers.

Model text from Year 6 Whiteboard Modelling Text 

From £155 followed  
by a £50 annual 
subscription fee
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Where pupils 
learn to 
truly crack 
comprehension

Try in class today!
Request a free  
30-day trial.
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C
om

plete English C
urriculum

 

Transform your teaching of 
whole texts
Go beyond the story and achieve greater depth in reading and writing with a whole-book  
teaching series. 

• Save hours of planning and preparation with editable teaching and planning resources that  
cover whole books.

• Get unlimited access to lesson plans, teaching slides, text extracts, moderation guidance and more.

• Delve into high-quality picture books and children’s fiction written by much-loved authors such  
as Cressida Cowell, David Almond, Kes Gray and Roald Dahl.

• Explore character, theme and plot in-depth and teach vocabulary and grammar in context.

• Use reading to inspire children to plan and write for different purposes with units that ensure  
a range of writing outcomes.

RECEPTION 
– YEAR 6DIGITAL

It has children pushing 
themselves to better 
understand the writing 
as well as find deeper 
meaning within the 
reading…the Skellig unit 
immersed my pupils 
into writing stories on a 
deeper level than I have 
ever experienced.’
Jessie Farley, Key Stage 2 
Leader, All Saints Benhilton 
C of E Primary School

8 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.

From £35+VAT per unit
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How did your pupils respond to 
such an in-depth study of a book 
in terms of their enjoyment and 
engagement?

On the whole, the engagement of the class 
with these texts was outstanding, as was 
the resulting writing.

The Rocket provokes philosophical 
discussion from the first few pages to the 
last: Should Bodoni follow his dreams 
or should he listen to the time-soaked 
wisdom of old Bramante? Should one of 
the Bodonis travel to Mars when the others 
cannot? Would Maria really have handed 
Bodoni the key to the closet in which 
she has locked the children? Is Bodoni, 
at the end of it all, a good father?  These 
discussions really engaged the children.

How effective was the Read in 
to Writing approach in improving 
reading skills?

The children benefitted hugely from 
developing an in-depth relationship with 
the text: vocabulary, punctuation and 
syntax. Taking time to engage with the 
rhythm of the text by exploring how a 
writer has intended a text to be read, 
both through imitating how the teacher 
reads it and by exploring in pairs, is crucial 
to developing an understanding of the 
writing (and by extension the reading) 
process. The Read into Writing approach 
also emphasises the importance of critical 
engagement with unfamiliar word and 
phrase choices, developing not only the 
children’s vocabulary, but also their skills 
in deciphering language. As a result, 
confidence in reading has improved and 
children have been able to transfer this 
approach to reading to good effect in SATs 
tests.

How effective was the Read in 
to Writing approach in improving 
writing skills including grammar 
and vocabulary? Did you find it 
effective to develop these skills in 
context?

I found the Read in to Writing approach 
highly effective in improving writing skills 
in particular. For the duration of this unit, 
children were always ready to write, 
showing they had developed a good 
understanding of the texts at a fundamental 
level, grasping not only character but also 
narrative structure. 

 
Hear more from Ian King on our 
website. 

 

The engagement of the class 
with these texts was outstanding.

Ian King, Year 5 teacher at Fairlop Primary School in Ilford, tells us why he chose Read in to Writing’s Short Stories: 
Space unit and how it has developed pupils’ writing, punctuation, vocabulary, empathy and much more!

C
om

plete English C
urriculum

 

Try in class 
today! 
Download your 
FREE samples
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C
atch-up

Raise attainment in English 
with targeted, step-by-step 
intervention 

ENGLISH
ON TRACK

On Track English is a intervention programme to help schools boost attainment in  
reading comprehension, writing and grammar. With built-in, easy-to-use diagnostic tools, 
teachers are able to easily identify areas of weakness and quickly implement effective 
intervention sessions to get struggling pupils back on track.

• Boost confidence in reading and writing with high-quality, engaging texts and accompanying audio resources.

• Develop staff skills and knowledge with accompanying CPD videos.

• Easily monitor progress with assessment guidance and tracking grids.

1    
Identify gaps 
and weaknesses 

Use classroom observation 
and children’s work to 
identify children who may 
require intervention in a 
specific area of the English 
curriculum

2    Deliver intervention 

• Select the appropriate set of  
carefully structured 20-minute lessons  
from the activity pack

• Use the accompanying 
online resources to 
deliver a week-long  
intervention  
programme that 
strengthens and 
reinforces learning 

3    Assess 
On the final day of the 
intervention, assess what 
each child in the group is 
able to do independently, 
using the assessment 
tasks and guidance, and 
identify the next steps for 
their learning

On the Way Home
by Jill Murphy

UNIT A1

2 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017   You may photocopy this page.

Claire had a bad knee, so she set off home to tell her mum all about it.

Then Claire met her friend Paul.

“Look at my bad knee,” said Claire.

“How did you do it?” asked Paul.

“Well,” said Claire, “there was a vast flying saucer, and it came 
zooming out of the sky and tried to carry me off to a distant planet! 
But I struggled free just in time and fell crashing to the earth far 
below, and that’s how I got my bad knee.”

“Good gracious me!” gasped Paul.

Then, Claire met her friend Amarjit. 

“Look at my bad knee,” said Claire.

“How did you do it?” asked Amarjit.

PART 2

PART 1

4 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017   You may photocopy this page.4 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017   You may photocopy this page.   You may photocopy this page.

MAKING LINKS

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

TEXT DETECTIVE

QUICK QUIZ

Have you ever had an accident and hurt 
yourself?
• Where did it happen?
• How did it happen?
• How were you hurt?
• What did you do then?

When do you think you might need each 
of these? 
Show images of running tap, sticking plaster, 
bandage, plaster cast, crutches, wheelchair

Do you know what these words mean?
• bad knee = hurt / injured knee
• vast = huge
• distant = a long way away

Listen and try to answer this question
• How did Claire say she hurt her knee? 
Listen to the story as far as ‘“Good gracious 
me!” gasped Paul.’

Who can answer these questions?
• Where was Mum when Claire hurt her 

knee? (at home)
• Where was Claire going? (home)
• Who did she meet? (Paul)
• Where did the flying saucer want to take 

Claire?
• How did she get away?

Ask the children to listen to the audio version 
of the first part, or read it aloud yourself. 

Discuss the answer to the question. (2b)

Talk about questions one question at a time. 

If possible, ask for the evidence from the text 
that gives the information. (2b / 2d)

Show the words on Vocabulary cards.

Ask for as many synonyms or different ways 
of saying the same thing as possible. (2a)

Clarify meaning of accident – something bad 
that you didn’t plan for and you didn’t mean 
to do.

Discuss personal experiences 

Name each of the first aid/ emergency items. 

Discuss how and why they might be used.

Rank them in terms of the seriousness of 
the injury.

Resources
Text, picture prompts, vocabulary cards 
(available via My Rising Stars)

1. Tuning In

On the Way Home by Jill Murphy

Make links with the flying saucer to the 
saucer. What’s similar?

Discuss the idea of flying saucers as 
spaceships and link to aliens on other planets. 
(2a / 2d) 

Show the words on vocabulary cards.
Ask for as many synonyms as possible. (2a)

Revisit all of the words.  Refine meaning in 
the context of this text (e.g. struggling = 
trying to escape)

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

Do you remember what these words 
meant? 

Can we add new information about what 
the words meant in this story?

Show images of cup and saucer, flying saucer. 
Why do you think this might be called a 
flying saucer?

Who might be inside the flying saucer?

What do these words mean to you?
• struggled = wriggled, tried hard, found it 

difficult
• crashing = banging and thumping, 

smashing 
• gasped = said in surprise

V

V

High-quality CPD videos  
to support staff in  

delivering intervention 
 
 
 

PRINT KS1–KS2

Sample pages 
from On Track 
English Reading 
Comprehension 

From £390 
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Free ‘Love Englishʼ  
and Rising Stars character  

stickers for you and your class
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Scan to request 
your free stickers 
or click this link 
risingstars-uk.com/
stickers
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Spelling and Vocabulary

Spelling
• Teach and practise all the statutory word 

lists with lively teaching sessions for each 
week

• Deliver consistent spelling sessions 
with ease using pre-prepared resources 
including PowerPoints and photocopiable 
worksheets

• Support children as they progress from 
phonics with a rigorous learning pathway 
that builds knowledge year on year

• Make teaching spelling fun and enjoyable 
using the lively activities which explore 
spellings in context

• Get SATs ready using the extra revision 
and practice activities for Year 2 and 6

Cover every spelling requirement  
and build essential vocabulary skills

Vocabulary

YEARS 1–6PRINTDIGITAL

Vocabulary
• Easily incorporate vocabulary  

teaching in Reception to Year 6  
with pick-up and teach activities

• Explore vocabulary in context  
through rich high-quality source  
texts that cover a range of genres

• Develop a rich understanding of 
language and boost comprehension 
through creative strategies such as 
drama and games

• Tap into the wider curriculum with 
teaching sessions that explore topic 
vocabulary

RECEPTION 
– YEAR 6PRINTDIGITAL

Rising Stars Spelling delivers the ‘holy grail’ of 
giving the teacher back more time whilst also 
creating better quality resources and learning than 
would otherwise have been produced.
Peter Richardson, Walton Le Dale School Try in class  

today. Download  
FREE samples

12 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.

From £95

From £95
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Watch it in action Vocabulary

Watch  
the video

My favourite 
word is

Powerful

My favourite 
word is

Justice
My favourite 

word is
Fierce

risingstars-uk.com/english     13

My favourite 
word is

Emotional
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G
ram

m
ar, Punctuation, Spelling &

 Vocabulary

Tackle every technical  
English skill 
Teach all the grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary content 
required using the step-by-step Teacher’s Guides.

• Save time using the medium term plans for each year group

• Model and practise concepts in a memorable  
way using the fun online interactive activities

• Embed and apply new knowledge using  
the practice questions and  
activities in the colourful Pupil Books

YEARS 1–6PRINTDIGITAL

Ideal for  
revising and 

applying new 
knowledge

14 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.

Parent packs from £9.99 
Year packs from £135
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G
ram

m
ar, Punctuation, Spelling &

 Vocabulary

Sample pages from the Skills Builders Year 6 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book

Teach even 
the trickiest 
areas with 
confidence

• Provide subject knowledge, teaching steps and 
helpful guidance on using the pupil books with 
your class in the supportive Teacher’s Guide

• Increase challenge levels for pupils with colourful 
pupil books full of practice questions, and active 
open-ended investigation tasks. 

risingstars-uk.com/english     15

Children complete 
interactive activities on the 
whiteboard or individually 
on PCs or tablets
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Reading C
om

prehension Tests and Spelling Tests

Fully prepare for the 
demanding national 
tests in reading
Ensure consistent comprehension practice for the whole  
school with tests and teaching guidance for Year 1–6.  
Save time with 24 ready-to-go photocopiable test-style  
questions at your fingertips.

• Expose children to a variety of age appropriate fiction 
and non-fiction in line with the national curriculum

• Easily identify weaknesses and find ways to intervene 
using the marking guidance and suggested next steps 

Practise and prepare 
for the new English 
spelling tests
• Save time with 30 tests per year group.

• Ensure weekly progression and coverage of the new  
National Curriculum word lists plus many more.

• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests based around 
spelling rules.

Includes
audio 

versions of
 all tests

16 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.

YEARS 1–6PRINT

YEARS 1–6PRINT

From £87.50

6 tests per term, each covering two or three assessable elements that 
can be used to practise a particular skill, or identify gaps in knowledge

Just £150 for your  
whole school
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Reading C
om

prehension Tests and Spelling Tests
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Download your 
FREE sample 
tests.

29320 UPDATED Reading Comp Sampler May 2018 FINAL.indd   6 09/05/2018   13:22

Sample tests available online.

29320 UPDATED Reading Comp Sampler May 2018 FINAL.indd   7 09/05/2018   13:22
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22

GRAMMAR

Statements, exclamations, commands 
and questions

To achieve the expected standard, you need to recognise and use 
statement, exclamation, command and question sentences. 

• A statement gives information. It always ends with a full stop. 

• An exclamation expresses an emotion, such as surprise or joy. It usually begins 

with How or What. It includes a verb, and it ends with an exclamation mark.

• A command orders someone to do something. It begins with a verb.

• A question asks someone for information, or to do something. It ends 

with a question mark and often includes a question word (e.g. what, 
when, where, who, why, how).

What you need to know

Let’s practise

Draw lines to show whether the sentence is a statement, 
exclamation, command or question. 

statement When will you help me?

exclamation What a lovely present you have!

command Tidy up the class now.

question If you wait, I’ll walk with you.

Read each sentence in an expressive voice. Which 
sentences sound like a question or an exclamation? 
Use the punctuation marks to help you. 

The question is asking you to identify different 
types of sentences.  

What a lovely present you have! ends with an 
exclamation mark so must be an exclamation. 
When will you help me? has a question word and 
ends with a question mark so must be a question.

1

2

3

Read the question and read it again. What is it 
asking?

Look for a command. Look for a verb starting the 
sentence. 

Finally, check that the last sentence is a statement, 
and that each sentence type is matched up. 

Tidy up is a verb. Tidy up the class now is a 
command.

statement When will you help me?
exclamation What a lovely present you have!
command Tidy up the class now.
question If you wait, I’ll walk with you.

4
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4
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GRAMMAR

1 Write C for command or S for statement in each box for the sentences below. 

Now, please listen to the music. 

My computer is not working. 

It will be rainy today. 

Remember to bring your coats with you. 

2 Write a question for this answer. 

 Yes, please.

3 Write this question as a command. Remember to punctuate your answer 

correctly.

Can you open the window?

4 Write a statement to answer this question. Remember to punctuate your 

answer correctly.

What will you do tomorrow?

5 Add a question mark ? or exclamation mark ! to the sentences below.

How awful it was 

How do you do 

What do you think 

What a day we had 

6 Change this command to a question. Remember to punctuate your answer 

correctly.

Tell me your name.

Try this

• Watch out: Not all sentences with what, which, etc. are questions (e.g. What 
a super goal! or I know why apples fall from trees.).

• Read the sentences in an expressive voice – like a character in a story. Do this 
in your head.

Top tips

442795_Ach_GPS_Revi_001-072.indd   23 4/24/18   5:55 PM

2  Question 
Workbooks
• Reinforce and apply the 

knowledge learned in 
the Revision Books

Revision 

Fun and focused practice for Years 5 and 6 
 Keep pupils on track and boost progress with fun and focused revision and practice for 
Years 5 and 6. 

• Prepare Year 6 pupils for Secondary school with revision and practice to consolidate 
learning and identify gaps.

• Boost progress and prepare Year 5 pupils for next year’s SATs with Revision Books 
suitable for use at home or school.

• Practise new skills and test knowledge with Question Books. 

• Measure progress and identify tricky areas with Practice Papers to allow children to 
go back and get a firmer grasp of problem areas.

Buy packs  
of 10 for £25. 

Just £2.50  
per book. 

Used in  
over 10,000 

schools

Grammar, Spelling  
and Punctuation

YEARS 5–6PRINTDIGITAL

1  Revision Books
• Refresh and boost knowledge with a unique flowchart approach.

3  Practice Papers
• Build confidence and measure 

progress with Practice Papers 
designed to mirror the SATs

18 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.
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Do you think Achieve 100 has had a positive 
impact on revising for the new National Tests?
“Yes, unquestionably Achieve has allowed us to target our 
teaching to find gaps and close them before the tests.”

Edgewood Primary School, Achieve 100

How do you use the 
Achieve 100 Plus revision 
and practice questions 
books with your more able 
children?
“The PLUS range is good 
for extension work for those 
children who are working on 
depth of understanding.”

Sunnyfields Primary School – 
Achieve 100

What are the benefits of using the Achieve 100 
revision and practice questions books?
“With the Achieve reading revision and practice questions 
books – we are able to focus on a range of skills the children 
need to develop.”

Sunnyfields Primary School – Achieve 100

What do you and the children like about the Achieve 
100 Revision and Practice Questions books and 
Practice Tests?
“Personally I think they are brilliant! They are clear, simple and 
easy to use. The children love the brightness of the books – the 
chunking up of work and the detailed but clear explanations.”

Tennyson Road Primary – Achieve 100 Revision Resources

Would you recommend 
the Achieve 100 range to 
other schools?
“Yes, absolutely – as a 
timesaver for teachers and an 
excellent resource for revision 
and practice.”

Edgewood Primary School, 
Achieve 100

What schools think 
about Achieve...
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O
nline resources

There’s so much 
more online…

20 Want to order? See back of catalogue for details.
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How to order
It’s easy! Simply visit the website to place an online order, or speak to your local consultant:

Discover more at risingstars-uk.com/English

NORTH EAST
Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com 
 07816 892352
 
NORTH WEST
Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com 
 07816 892352
 
THE MIDLANDS
Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com 
 07810 850782
 
EAST MIDLANDS AND YORKSHIRE
Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com 
 07816 892352
 
HAMPSHIRE AND THE SOUTH WEST
Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com 
 07810 850782

Christine Charman 
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849
 

KENT, SUSSEX, SOUTH AND EAST LONDON
Carley Ashton 
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793

Christine Charman 
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849
 
THAMES VALLEY, HERTFORDSHIRE AND 
EAST ANGLIA
Carley Ashton 
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793
 
SURREY, M4 CORRIDOR, NORTH, WEST AND 
CENTRAL LONDON
Carley Ashton 
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793

Christine Charman 
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849

NORTH WALES
Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com 
 07816 892352
 

SOUTH WALES
Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com 
 07810 850782
 
SCOTLAND
Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com 
 07816 892352
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